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Abstract

Convolution has been the core ingredient of modern neu-
ral networks, triggering the surge of deep learning in vi-
sion. In this work, we rethink the inherent principles of
standard convolution for vision tasks, specifically spatial-
agnostic and channel-specific. Instead, we present a novel
atomic operation for deep neural networks by inverting
the aforementioned design principles of convolution, coined
as involution. We additionally demystify the recent pop-
ular self-attention operator and subsume it into our invo-
lution family as an over-complicated instantiation. The
proposed involution operator could be leveraged as fun-
damental bricks to build the new generation of neural net-
works for visual recognition, powering different deep learn-
ing models on several prevalent benchmarks, including Im-
ageNet classification, COCO detection and segmentation,
together with Cityscapes segmentation. Our involution-
based models improve the performance of convolutional
baselines using ResNet-50 by up to 1.6% top-1 accuracy,
2.5% and 2.4% bounding box AP, and 4.7% mean IoU ab-
solutely while compressing the computational cost to 66%,
65%, 72%, and 57% on the above benchmarks, respectively.
Code and pre-trained models for all the tasks are available
at https://github.com/d-li14/involution.

1. Introduction
Albeit the rapid advance of neural network architectures,

convolution remains the building mainstay of deep neural
networks. Drawn inspiration from the classical image filter-
ing methodology, convolution kernels enjoy two remarkable
properties that contribute to its magnetism and popularity,
namely, spatial-agnostic and channel-specific. In the spa-
tial extent, the former property guarantees the efficiency of
convolution kernels by reusing them among different loca-
tions and pursues translation equivalence [52]. In the chan-
nel domain, a spectrum of convolution kernels is responsi-
ble for collecting diverse information encoded in different
channels, satisfying the latter property. Furthermore, mod-
ern neural networks appreciate the compactness of convolu-

tion kernels via restricting their spatial span to no more than
3× 3, since the advent of the seminal VGGNet [34].

On the one hand, although the nature of spatial-agnostic
along with spatial-compact makes sense in enhancing the
efficiency and interpreting the translation equivalence, it de-
prives convolution kernels of the ability to adapt to diverse
visual patterns with respect to different spatial positions.
Besides, locality constrains the receptive field of convolu-
tion, posing challenges for capturing long-range spatial in-
teractions in a single shot. On the other hand, as is known
to us all, inter-channel redundancy inside convolution filters
stands out in many successful deep neural networks [19],
casting the large flexibility of convolution kernels with re-
spect to different channels into doubt.

To conquer the aforementioned limitations, we present
the operation coined as involution that has symmetrically
inverse inherent characteristics compared to convolution,
namely, spatial-specific and channel-agnostic. Concretely
speaking, involution kernels are distinct in the spatial ex-
tent but shared across channels. Being subject to its spatial-
specific peculiarity, if involution kernels are parameterized
as fixed-sized matrices like convolution kernels and updated
using the back-propagation algorithm, the learned involu-
tion kernels would be impeded from transferring between
input images with variable resolutions. To the end of han-
dling variable feature resolutions, an involution kernel be-
longing to a specific spatial location is possible to be gener-
ated solely conditioned on the incoming feature vector at the
corresponding location itself, as an intuitive yet effective in-
stantiation. Besides, we alleviate the redundancy of kernels
by sharing the involution kernel along the channel dimen-
sion. Taken the above two factors together, the computa-
tional complexity of an involution operation scales up lin-
early with the number of feature channels, based on which
an extensive coverage in the spatial dimension is allowed
for the dynamically parameterized involution kernels. By
virtue of an inverted designing scheme, our proposed invo-
lution has two-fold privileges over convolution: (i) involu-
tion could summarize the context in a wider spatial arrange-
ment, thus overcome the difficulty of modeling long-range
interactions well; (ii) involution could adaptively allocate



the weights over different positions, so as to prioritize the
most informative visual elements in the spatial domain.

Analogously, recent approaches have spoken for going
beyond convolution with the preference of self-attention for
the purpose of capturing long-range dependencies [31, 53].
Among these works, pure self-attention could be utilized to
construct stand-alone models with promising performance.
Intriguingly, we reveal that self-attention particularizes our
generally defined involution through a sophisticated formu-
lation concerning kernel construction. By comparison, the
involution kernel adopted in this work is generated condi-
tioned on a single pixel, rather than its relationship with the
neighboring pixels. To take one step further, we prove in
our experiments that even with our embarrassingly simple
version, involution could achieve competitive accuracy-cost
trade-offs to self-attention. Being fully aware that the affin-
ity matrix acquired by comparing query with each key in
self-attention is also an instantiation of the involution ker-
nel, we question the necessity of composing query and key
features to produce such a kernel, since our simplified in-
volution kernel could also attain decent performance while
avoiding the superfluous attendance of key content, let alone
the dedicated positional encoding in self-attention.

The presented involution operation readily facilitates vi-
sual recognition by embedding extendable and switchable
spatial modeling into the representation learning paradigm,
in a fairly lightweight manner. Built upon this redesigned
visual primitive, we establish a backbone architecture fam-
ily, dubbed as RedNet, which could achieve superior per-
formance over convolution-based ResNet and self-attention
based models for image classification. On the downstream
tasks including detection and segmentation, we comprehen-
sively perform a step-by-step study to inspect the effective-
ness of involution on different components of detectors and
segmentors, such as their backbone and neck. Involution is
proven to be helpful for each of the considered components,
and the combination of them leads to the greatest efficiency.

Summarily, our primary contributions are as follows:
1. We rethink the inherent properties of convolution, as-

sociated with the spatial and channel scope. This mo-
tivates our advocate of other potential operators em-
bodied with discrimination capability and expressive-
ness for visual recognition as an alternative, breaking
through existing inductive biases of convolution.

2. We bridge the emerging philosophy of incorporating
self-attention into the learning procedure of visual rep-
resentation. In this context, the desiderata of com-
posing pixel pairs for relation modeling is challenged.
Furthermore, we unify the view of self-attention and
convolution through the lens of our involution.

3. The involution-powered architectures work universally
well across a wide array of vision tasks, including im-
age classification, object detection, instance and se-

mantic segmentation, offering significantly better per-
formance than the convolution-based counterparts.

2. Sketch of Convolution
We initiate from introducing the standard convolution

operation to make the definition of our proposed involution
self-contained. Let X ∈ RH×W×Ci denote the input fea-
ture map, where H , W represent its height, width and Ci

enumerates the input channels. Inside the cube of a feature
tensor X, each feature vector Xi,j ∈ RCi located in a cell
of the image lattice can be considered as a pixel represent-
ing certain high-level semantic patterns, with a little abuse
of notation.

A cohort of Co convolution filters with the fixed kernel
size of K × K is denoted as F ∈ RCo×Ci×K×K , where
each filter Fk ∈ RCi×K×K , k = 1, 2, · · · , Co, contains Ci

convolution kernels Fk,c ∈ RK×K , c = 1, 2, · · · , Ci and
executes Multiply-Add operations on the input feature map
in a sliding-window manner to yield the output feature map
Y ∈ RH×W×Co , defined as

Yi,j,k =

Ci∑
c=1

∑
(u,v)∈∆K

Fk,c,u+bK/2c,v+bK/2cXi+u,j+v,c,

(1)
where ∆K ∈ Z2 refers to the set of offsets in the neigh-
borhood considering convolution conducted on the center
pixel, written as (× indicates Cartesian product here)

∆K = [−bK/2c , · · · , bK/2c]× [−bK/2c , · · · , bK/2c] .
(2)

Moreover, depth-wise convolution [6] pushes the formula-
tion of group convolution [23, 46] to the extreme, where
each filter (virtually degenerated into a single kernel) Gk ∈
RK×K , k = 1, 2, · · · , Co, strictly performs convolution on
an individual feature channel indexed by k, so the first di-
mension is eliminated from Fk to form Gk, under the as-
sumption that the number of output channels equals the in-
put ones. As it stands, the convolution operation becomes

Yi,j,k =
∑

(u,v)∈∆K

Gk,u+bK/2c,v+bK/2cXi+u,j+v,k. (3)

Note that the kernel Gk is specific to the kth feature slice
X·,·,k from the view of channel and shared among all the
spatial locations within this slice.

3. Design of Involution
Compared to either standard or depth-wise convolution

described above, involution kernels H ∈ RH×W×K×K×G

are devised to embrace transforms with inverse character-
istics in the spatial and channel domain, hence its name.
Specifically, an involution kernel Hi,j,·,·,g ∈ RK×K , g =



Algorithm 1 Pseudo code of involution in a PyTorch-like style.
# B: batch size, H: height, W: width
# C: channel number, G: group number
# K: kernel size, s: stride, r: reduction ratio

################### initialization ###################
o = nn.AvgPool2d(s, s) if s > 1 else nn.Identity()
reduce = nn.Conv2d(C, C//r, 1)
span = nn.Conv2d(C//r, K*K*G, 1)
unfold = nn.Unfold(K, dilation, padding, s)
#################### forward pass ####################
x_unfolded = unfold(x) # B,CxKxK,HxW
x_unfolded = x_unfolded.view(B, G, C//G, K*K, H, W)
# kernel generation, Eqn.(6)
kernel = span(reduce(o(x))) # B,KxKxG,H,W
kernel = kernel.view(B, G, K*K, H, W).unsqueeze(2)
# Multiply-Add operation, Eqn.(4)
out = mul(kernel, x_unfolded).sum(dim=3) # B,G,C/G,H,W
out = out.view(B, C, H, W)
return out

1, 2, · · · , G, is specially tailored for the pixel Xi,j ∈ RC

(the subscript of C is omitted for notation brevity) located
at the corresponding coordinate (i, j), but shared over the
channels. G counts the number of groups where each group
shares the same involution kernel. The output feature map
of involution is derived by performing Multiply-Add oper-
ations on the input with such involution kernels, defined as

Yi,j,k =
∑

(u,v)∈∆K

Hi,j,u+bK/2c,v+bK/2c,dkG/CeXi+u,j+v,k.

(4)
Different from convolution kernels, the shape of involu-

tion kernels H depends on that of the input feature map X.
A natural thought is to generate the involution kernels con-
ditioned on (part of) the original input tensor, so that the
output kernels would be comfortably aligned to the input.
We symbolize the kernel generation function as φ and ab-
stract the functional mapping at each location (i, j) as

Hi,j = φ(XΨi,j
), (5)

where Ψi,j indexes the set of pixels Hi,j is conditioned on.

Implementation Details Respectful of the conciseness of
convolution, we make involution conceptually as simple as
possible. Note that our target is to firstly provide a design
space for the kernel generation function φ and then fast
prototype some effective designing instances for practical
usage. In this work, we choose to span each involution ker-
nel Hi,j from a single pixel Xi,j for incarnation. More
exquisite designs under exploration may have the potential
of further pushing the performance boundary, but are left as
future work. Besides, we are conscious that self-attention
falls into this design space while being a more complicated
materialization than our default choice, which is to be dis-
cussed in more detail in Section 4.2. Formally, we have
the kernel generation function φ : RC 7→ RK×K×G with
Ψi,j = {(i, j)} taking the following form:

Hi,j = φ(Xi,j) = W1σ(W0Xi,j). (6)

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of our proposed involution. The
involution kernel Hi,j ∈ RK×K×1 (G = 1 in this example for
ease of demonstration) is yielded from the function φ conditioned
on a single pixel at (i, j), followed by a channel-to-space rear-
rangement. The Multiply-Add operation of involution is decom-
posed into two steps, with

⊗
indicating multiplication broadcast

across C channels and
⊕

indicating summation aggregated within
the K ×K spatial neighborhood. Best viewed in color.

In this formula, W0 ∈ RC
r ×C and W1 ∈ R(K×K×G)×C

r

represent two linear transformations that collectively con-
stitute a bottleneck structure, where the intermediate chan-
nel dimension is under the control of a reduction ratio r
for efficient processing, and σ implies Batch Normalization
and non-linear activation functions that interleave two linear
projections. We refer to Eqn. 4 with the materialized kernel
generation function of Eqn. 6 as involution hereinafter. The
pseudo code shown in Alg. 1 delineates the computation
flow of involution, which is visualized in Figure 1.

For building the entire network with involution, we mir-
ror the design of ResNet [15] by stacking residual blocks,
since the elegant architecture of ResNet makes it apt for in-
cubating new ideas and making comparisons. We replace
involution for 3 × 3 convolution at all bottleneck positions
in the stem (using 3×3 or 7×7 involution for classification
or dense prediction) and trunk (using 7 × 7 involution for
all tasks) of ResNet, but retain all the 1× 1 convolution for
channel projection and fusion. These delicately redesigned
entities unite to shape a new species of highly efficient back-
bone networks, termed as RedNet.

Once spatial and channel information interweaves, heavy
redundancy tends to occur inside the neural networks. How-
ever, the information interactions are tactfully decoupled in
our RedNet towards a favorable accuracy-efficiency trade-
off, as empirically evidenced in Figure 2. To be specific,
the information encoded in the channel dimension of one
pixel is implicitly scattered to its spatial vicinity in the ker-
nel generation step, after which the information in an en-
riched receptive field is gathered thanks to the vast and dy-
namic involution kernels. Indispensably, linear transforma-
tions (realized by 1 × 1 convolutions) are interspersed for
channel information exchange. In a word, channel-spatial,
spatial-alone, and channel-alone interactions alternately and
independently act on the stream of information propagation,
collaboratively facilitating the miniaturization of network
architectures while ensuring the representation capability.



4. In Context of Prior Literature

This section relates to several important aspects revolv-
ing around neural architecture in prior literature. We clarify
their similarities and differences compared to our method.

4.1. Convolution and Variants

As the de facto standard operator of modern vision sys-
tems, convolution [24] possesses two principal characteris-
tics, spatial-agnostic and channel-specific. Convolution ker-
nels are location-independent in the spatial extent for trans-
lation equivalence but privatized at different channels for
information discrimination. Along another research line,
depth-wise convolution demonstrates wide applicability in
efficient neural network architecture design [6, 33, 28, 40].
The depth-wise convolution is a pioneering attempt towards
factorizing the spatial and channel entanglement of standard
convolution, which is symmetric to our proposed involution
operation in that depth-wise convolution contains a set of
kernels specific to each channel and spatially-shared while
our invented involution kernels are shared over channels and
dedicated to each planar location in the image lattice.

Until most recently, dynamic convolutions emerge as
powerful variants of the stationary ones. These approaches
either straightforwardly generate the entire convolution fil-
ters [13, 21, 47], or parameterize the sampling grid associ-
ated with each convolution kernel [9, 20, 55]. Regarding
the former category [13, 21, 47], unlike us, their dynami-
cally generated convolution filters still conform to the two
properties of standard convolution, thus incurring signifi-
cant memory or computation consumption for filter genera-
tion. Regarding the latter category [9, 20, 55], only certain
attributes, e.g., the footprint of convolution kernels, are de-
termined in an adaptive fashion.

Actually, early in the field of face recognition, Deep-
Face [39] and DeepID [37] have explored locally connected
layers without weight sharing in the spatial domain, en-
lightened by apparently different regional distributions of
statistics in the face imagery. Nevertheless, such exces-
sive relaxation of convolution parameters can be problem-
atic in knowledge transfer from one position to others. Re-
sembling dynamic convolutions, our involution tackles this
dilemma through sharing meta-weights of the kernel gen-
eration function across different positions, though not di-
rectly the weights of kernel instances. There also exist pre-
vious works that adopt pixel-wise dynamic kernels for fea-
ture aggregation, but they mainly capitalize on the context
information for feature up-sampling [35, 43] and still rely
on convolution for basic feature extraction. The most rele-
vant work towards substituting convolution rather than up-
sampling might be [50], but the pixel-wise generated filters
still inherit one original property of convolution, to perform
feature aggregation in a distinct manner over each channel.

4.2. Attention Mechanism

The attention mechanism originates from the field of ma-
chine translation [41] and exhibits blossoming development
in the arena of natural language processing [10, 48]. Its suc-
cess has also been translated to a plethora of vision tasks,
including image recognition [2, 17, 31, 53], image gener-
ation [29, 51], video understanding [36, 44], object detec-
tion [3, 16, 54], and semantic segmentation [12, 18, 42].
Some works sparingly insert self-attention as plugin mod-
ules into the backbone neural network [4, 49] or attach them
on the top of the backbone to extract high-level semantic
relationships [3, 36], retaining the substratum of convolu-
tional features. More aggressively, other works adopt the
off-the-shell self-attention layer as the fundamental back-
bone component for vision [2, 17, 31, 42, 53]. Still, limited
emphasis has been laid on delving deep into the learning dy-
namics of this functional form compared to convolution [7].

Our proposed involution in Eqn. 4 is reminiscent of self-
attention and essentially could become a generalized ver-
sion of it. The self-attention pools values V depending on
the affinities obtained by computing correspondences be-
tween the query and key content, Q and K, formulized as

Yi,j,k =
∑

(p,q)∈Ω

(QK>)i,j,p,q,dkH/CeVp,q,k, (7)

where Q, K and V are linearly transformed from the in-
put X, and H is the number of heads in multi-head self-
attention [41]. The similarity lies in that both operators col-
lect pixels in the neighborhood ∆ or a less bounded scope
Ω through a weighted sum. On the one hand, the comput-
ing regime of involution can be considered as an attentive
aggregation over the spatial domain. On the other hand,
the attention map, or say affinity matrix QK> in the self-
attention, can be viewed as a kind of involution kernel H.

However, with the particulars of kernel generation comes
the differences between self-attention and our materialized
involution form with Eqn. 6. Regrading previous endeavor
on replacing convolution with local self-attention [17, 31,
53] to establish backbone models, they have to derive the
affinity matrix (equivalent to involution kernel in our con-
text) based on the relationship between the query and key
content, optionally with hand-crafted relative positional en-
coding for permutation-variance. From this point of view,
for self-attention, the input to the kernel generation func-
tion in Eqn. 5 would become a set of pixels indexed by
Ψi,j = (i, j) + ∆K

1, including both the pixel of interest
and its surrounding ones. Subsequently, the function could
compose all these attended pixels, in an either ordered [53]
or unordered [17, 31, 53] manner, and exploit complex rela-
tionships between them. In stark contrast to above, we con-
stitute the involution kernel via operating solely on the orig-

1+ indicates adding a variable vector to each element in a set here.



inal input pixel itself with Ψi,j = {(i, j)}, as expressed by
Eqn. 6. From the perspective of self-attention, our involu-
tion kernels only explicitly rely on the query content, while
the relative positional information is implicitly encoded in
the organized output form of our kernel generation function.
We sacrifice the pixel-paired relationship modeling, but the
final performance of our RedNet is on par with those heavily
relation-based models. Therefore, we may reach a conclu-
sion that it is the macro design principles of involution in-
stead of its micro setup nuances that are instrumental in the
representation learning for visual understanding, corrobo-
rated by our empirical results in the experimental part. An-
other strong evidence supporting our hypothesis is that only
using position encoding (by replacing QK> in Eqn. 7 with
QR>, where R is the position embedding matrix) retains
descent performance of self-attention based models [31, 1].
Previously, the above observation is interpreted as the cru-
cial role of position encoding in self-attention, but now a
reinterpretation of the root cause behind might be QR> is
still a form of dynamically parameterized involution kernel.

More importantly, precedent self-attention based works
seldom show their versatility in multifarious vision tasks,
but our involution paves a viable pathway for a great variety
of tasks, as we shall find soon in Section 5.1.

5. Experiments
5.1. Main Results

We conduct comprehensive experiments from concep-
tual prediction to (semi-)dense prediction. All the network
models are implemented with the PyTorch library [30].

5.1.1 Image Classification

We perform the backbone training from scratch on the Im-
ageNet [11] training set that is one of the most challenging
benchmarks for object recognition up to date. For a fair
comparison, we adhere to the training protocol of Stand-
Alone Self-Attention [31] and Axial Attention [42], ex-
cept that we do not use exponential moving average (EMA)
over the trainable parameters during training. Following
the identical recipe, we re-implement both pairwise and
patchwise SAN [53] with their open-source code2 as a
stronger baseline, and show our reproduced results in the
corresponding tables and figures respectively. The detailed
training setup is provided in the Appendix. We apply the
Inception-style preprocessing for data augmentation [38],
i.e., random resized cropping and horizontal flipping. For
evaluation, we use the single-crop testing method on the
validation set following the common practice.

In the same spirit of ResNet, we scale the network depth
to establish our RedNet family. The comparison to convo-

2https://github.com/hszhao/SAN

Architecture #Params (M) FLOPs (G) Top-1 Acc. (%)
ResNet-26 [15] 13.7 2.4 73.6
LR-Net-26 [17] 14.7 2.6 75.7

Stand-Alone ResNet-26 [31] 10.3 2.4 74.8
SAN10† [53] 10.5 2.2 75.5

RedNet-26 9.2 1.7 75.9
ResNet-38 [15] 19.6 3.2 76.0

Stand-Alone ResNet-38 [31] 14.1 3.0 76.9
SAN15† [53] 14.1 3.0 77.1

RedNet-38 12.4 2.2 77.6
ResNet-50 [15] 25.6 4.1 76.8
LR-Net-50 [17] 23.3 4.3 77.3

AA-ResNet-50 [2] 25.8 4.2 77.7
Stand-Alone ResNet-50 [31] 18.0 3.6 77.6

SAN19† [53] 17.6 3.8 77.4
Axial ResNet-S‡ [42] 12.5 3.3 78.1

RedNet-50 15.5 2.7 78.4
ResNet-101 [15] 44.6 7.9 78.5
LR-Net-101 [17] 42.0 8.0 78.5

AA-ResNet-101 [2] 45.4 8.1 78.7
RedNet-101 25.6 4.7 79.1

ResNet-152 [15] 60.2 11.6 79.3
AA-ResNet-152 [2] 61.6 11.9 79.1

Axial ResNet-M‡ [42] 26.5 6.8 79.2
Axial ResNet-L‡ [42] 45.8 11.6 79.3

RedNet-152 34.0 6.8 79.3

Table 1: The architecture profiles on ImageNet val set. Single-crop
testing with 224× 224 crop size is adopted. We compare with im-
proved re-implementations if available and extract the other results
from their original publications.
† The improved re-implementation results of pairwise SAN models are listed here.
‡ Axial ResNet modifies the architecture setup of ResNet by changing the reduction

ratio in each bottleneck block from 4 to 2.

Architecture GPU time (ms) CPU time (ms) Top-1 Acc. (%)
ResNet-50 [15] 11.4 895.4 76.8

ResNet-101 [15] 18.9 967.4 78.5
SAN19 [53] 33.2 N/A 77.4

Axial ResNet-S [42] 35.9 377.0 78.1
RedNet-38 11.4 156.3 77.6
RedNet-50 14.3 211.2 78.4

Table 2: Runtime analysis for representative networks. The speed
benchmark is on a single NVIDIA TITAN Xp GPU and Intel®

Xeon® CPU E5-2660 v4@2.00GHz.

lution and self-attention based vision models are summa-
rized in Table 1. Almost within each group of the table,
RedNet achieves the highest recognition accuracy whilst
with the most parsimonious parameter storage and com-
putational budget. RedNet could substantially outperform
ResNet across all depths. For example, RedNet-50 achieves
a margin of 1.6% higher accuracy over ResNet-50, us-
ing 39.5% fewer parameters and 34.1% lower computa-
tional consumption. Moreover, RedNet-50 is on par with
ResNet-101 regrading to the top-1 recognition accuracy,
while saving 65.2% and 65.8% storage and computation
resources respectively. For an intuitive demonstration, the
corresponding accuracy-complexity envelope is illustrated
in Figure 2a, where our RedNet shows the top-performing
Pareto frontier, in abreast with other state-of-the-art self-
attention models, while being free from more complex rela-
tion modeling. Likewise, we could observe a similar trend
in the accuracy-parameter envelope shown in Figure 2b. It
is noteworthy that RedNet strikes a better balance between
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Figure 2: The accuracy-efficiency envelopes on ImageNet val set. This figure visualizes Table 1. In general, RedNet achieves the optimal
trade-off in comparison with all the other convolution and self-attention based architectures.

parameters and complexities, compared to the top competi-
tors like SAN and Axial ResNet, as they are enveloped by
the curve of RedNet series either in Figure 2a or 2b.

To reflect the practical runtime, we measure the infer-
ence time of different architectures with the comparable
performance for a single image with the shape of 224×224.
We report the running time on GPU/CPU in Table 2, where
RedNet demonstrates its merits in terms of wall-clock time
under the same level of accuracy. A customized CUDA ker-
nel implementation with optimized memory scheduling for
involution is highly anticipated for further acceleration on
GPU. Depending on the extent to which optimizing hard-
ware accelerators is contributed to this new involution op-
erator, on-device speedup might approach the theoretical
speedup compared to convolution in the future.

5.1.2 Object Detection and Instance Segmentation

Beyond fundamental image classification, we demonstrate
the generalization ability of our proposed involution on
downstream vision tasks, such as object detection and in-
stance segmentation. For object detection, we employ the
representative one- and two-stage detectors, RetinaNet [26]
and Faster R-CNN [32], both equipped with the FPN [25]
neck. For instance segmentation, we adopt the main-stream
detection system, Mask R-CNN [14], also in companion
with FPN. These three detectors with the underlying back-
bones, ResNet-50 or RedNet-50, are fine-tuned on the Mi-
crosoft COCO [27] train2017 set for transferring the
learned representations of images. More training details are
reported in the appendix. During quantitative evaluation,
we test on the val2017 set and report the COCO-style
mean Average Precision (mAP) under different IoU thresh-
olds ranging from 0.5 to 0.95 with an increment of 0.05.

Table 3 compares our models against the baseline of
ResNet backbone with the convolution-based neck and
head. First, with the RedNet backbone, all the three de-
tectors excel their ResNet-based counterparts with con-
siderable performance gains, i.e., 1.7%, 1.8%, and 1.8%

higher in bounding box AP, while being more parameter-
and computation-conserving. Second, additionally swap-
ping involution for convolution in the FPN neck brings
about healthy margins for Faster/Mask R-CNN, while fur-
ther reducing their parameters and computational cost to
71%/73% and 65%/72%. In particular, the margins with re-
spect to bounding box AP are enlarged to 2.5% and 2.4% re-
spectively. Third, to build fully involution-based detectors,
we further replace convolution in the task-specific heads of
Faster/Mask R-CNN with involution, which could cut down
more than half of the computational complexity while re-
taining the superior or on-par performance. This kind of
fully involution-based detectors may stand out especially
in cases where computational resource is the major bottle-
neck. Forth, we pay special attention to the scores of smal-
l/medium/large objects and notice that the most compelling
performance improvement appears in the measurement of
APL. Our best detection models could surpass the baselines
by more than 3% bounding box AP in this regard, specifi-
cally 3.4%, 4.3%, and 3.3% for RetinaNet, Faster R-CNN,
and Mask R-CNN. We hypothesize that the success of de-
tecting large-scale objects arises from the design of spread-
out and position-aware involution kernels. Besides APL, the
performance gains are consistent under the fine-grained tax-
onomy of AP evaluation metrics, demonstrated in different
columns of Table 3.

5.1.3 Semantic Segmentation

To further exploit the versatility of involution, we also con-
duct experiments on the task of semantic image segmenta-
tion. We choose the segmentation frameworks of Seman-
tic FPN [22] and UPerNet [45], loaded with ImageNet pre-
trained backbone weights. We fine-tune these segmentors
on the finely-annotated part of the Cityscapes dataset [8],
which contains a split of 2975 and 500 images for training
and validation respectively, divided into 19 classes. More
training details can be found in the appendix. After train-
ing, we perform the evaluation on the validation set un-



Detector Backbone Neck #Params (M) FLOPs (G) APbbox APbbox
50 APbbox

75 APbbox
S APbbox

M APbbox
L

RetinaNet [26]
ResNet-50 convolution 37.7 239.3 36.6 55.8 39.2 20.9 40.6 47.5
RedNet-50 convolution 27.8 210.1 38.3 (+1.7) 58.2 (+2.4) 40.5 (+1.3) 21.1 (+0.2) 41.8 (+1.2) 50.9 (+3.4)

RedNet-50 involution 26.3 199.9 38.2 (+1.6) 58.2 (+2.4) 40.4 (+1.2) 21.8 (+0.9) 41.6 (+1.0) 50.7 (+3.2)

Detector Backbone Neck Head #Params (M) FLOPs (G) APbbox APbbox
50 APbbox

75 APbbox
S APbbox

M APbbox
L

Faster R-CNN [32]

ResNet-50 convolution convolution 41.5 207.1 37.7 58.7 40.8 21.7 41.6 48.4
RedNet-50 convolution convolution 31.6 177.9 39.5 (+1.8) 60.9 (+2.2) 42.8 (+2.0) 23.3 (+1.6) 42.9 (+1.3) 52.2 (+3.8)

RedNet-50 involution convolution 29.5 135.0 40.2 (+2.5) 62.1 (+3.4) 43.4 (+2.6) 24.2 (+2.5) 43.3 (+1.7) 52.7 (+4.3)

RedNet-50 involution involution 29.0 91.5 39.2 (+1.5) 61.0 (+2.3) 42.4 (+1.6) 23.1 (+1.4) 43.0 (+1.4) 50.7 (+2.3)

Detector Backbone Neck Head #Params (M) FLOPs (G) AP AP50 AP75 APS APM APL

Mask R-CNN [14]

ResNet-50 convolution convolution 44.2 253.4 38.4 59.2 41.9 21.9 42.3 49.7
35.1 56.3 37.3 18.5 38.6 46.9

RedNet-50 convolution convolution 34.2 224.2 40.2 (+1.8) 61.4 (+2.2) 43.7 (+1.8) 24.2 (+2.3) 43.4 (+1.1) 52.5 (+2.8)

36.1 (+1.0) 58.1 (+1.8) 38.2 (+0.9) 19.9 (+1.4) 39.3 (+0.7) 48.9 (+2.0)

RedNet-50 involution convolution 32.2 181.3 40.8 (+2.4) 62.3 (+3.1) 44.3 (+2.4) 24.2 (+2.3) 44.0 (+1.7) 53.0 (+3.3)

36.4 (+1.3) 59.0 (+2.7) 38.5 (+1.2) 19.9 (+1.4) 39.4 (+0.8) 49.1 (+2.2)

RedNet-50 involution involution 29.5 104.6 39.6 (+1.2) 60.7 (+1.5) 42.7 (+0.8) 23.5 (+1.6) 43.1 (+0.8) 51.1 (+1.4)

35.1 (+0.0) 57.1 (+0.8) 37.3 (+0.0) 19.2 (+0.7) 38.5 (−0.1) 47.3 (+0.4)

Table 3: Performance comparison on COCO detection and segmentation. The bounding box AP is reported for the object detection track in
the upper table. The bounding box and mask AP are simultaneously reported for the instance segmentation track in the lower table, listed in
the two separate lines following a single detector. In the parentheses are the gaps to the fully convolution-based counterparts. Highlighted
in green are the gaps of at least +2.0 points, the same in Table 4 and 5.

Segmentor Backbone Neck #Params (M) FLOPs (G) mean IoU (%) wall truck bus

Semantic FPN [22]
ResNet-50 convolution 28.5 362.8 74.5 39.4 58.6 72.2
RedNet-50 convolution 18.5 293.9 78.3 (+3.8) 52.7 (+13.3) 77.3 (+18.7) 87.6 (+15.4)

RedNet-50 involution 16.4 205.2 79.2 (+4.7) 56.9 (+17.5) 82.1 (+23.5) 88.5 (+16.3)

Table 4: Performance comparison on Cityscapes segmentation based on Semantic FPN. We showcase the mean IoU averaged over all
classes, as well as IoUs of the top three classes with the most evident performance amelioration.

Segmentor Backbone #Params (M) FLOPs (G) mIoU (%)

UPerNet [45] ResNet-50 66.4 1894.5 78.2
RedNet-50 56.4 1825.6 80.6 (+2.4)

Panoptic-DeepLab [5]
Axial-DeepLab-S 12.1 220.8 80.5
Axial-DeepLab-M 25.9 419.6 80.3
Axial-DeepLab-XL 173.0 2446.8 80.6

Table 5: Performance comparison on Cityscapes segmentation
based on UPerNet. The efficiency of UPerNet is greatly boosted
by the RedNet backbone, showing competitive performance to
Axial-DeepLab-XL with only 32.6% parameter counts and 75.7%
computational cost.

der the single-scale mode and adopt the Intersection-over-
Union (IoU) as the evaluation metric.

Based on the Semantic FPN framework, we are able to
achieve 3.8% higher mean IoU over all classes, taking ad-
vantage of RedNet over ResNet as the backbone. Conse-
quent to further infusing involution into the FPN neck to
replace convolution, the gain in mean IoU is elevated to
4.7% but the parameters and FLOPs are cut down to 57.5%
and 56.6% of the baseline model accordingly. The detailed
comparison results are shown in Table 4. To take one step
further, we investigate the effectiveness of our method on
different object classes. Aligned with the discovery in ob-
ject detection, we notice that the segmentation effects of
those objects with a large spatial arrangement are improved
by more than 10%, e.g., wall, truck, and bus, while slight
improvements are observed in classes of relatively small
objects, e.g., traffic light, traffic sign, person, and bicy-
cle. Once again, the involution operation effectively aids
the large object perception by endowing the representation
process with dynamic and distant interactions. In addition,

we replace the ResNet backbone of UPerNet with RedNet
and evaluate the final performance, as displayed in Table 5.
Though not an apple-to-apple comparison using the same
segmentor and training strategy, RedNet-based UPerNet ap-
pears more efficient than Axial-DeepLab, which is dedicat-
edly designed for segmentation tasks by converting the orig-
inal Axial ResNet backbone network.

5.2. Ablation Analysis

We present several ablation studies designed to under-
stand the contributions of individual components, taking
RedNet-50 as an example.
Stem First of all, we isolate the impact of involution on
the network stem. Following the practice of recent self-
attention based architectures [53, 42], the network stem is
decomposed into three consecutive operations to save mem-
ory cost. In accordance with our practice of integrating in-
volution into the trunk, we place 3 × 3 involution at the
bottleneck position of the stem. This act improves the ac-
curacy from 77.7% to 78.4% with marginal cost, leading to
our default setting of RedNet in the main experiments.

Otherwise explicitly mentioned, we use RedNet-50 with
7× 7 convolution stem for the following ablation analysis.
Kernel Size In the spatial dimension, we probe the effect
of kernel size. Steady improvement is observed in Table 6a
when increasing the spatial extent up to 7× 7 with negligi-
ble computational overheads. The improvement somewhat
plateaus when further expanding the spatial extent, which
is possibly relevant to the feature resolution in the network.



Kernel Size #Params (M) FLOPs (G) Top-1 Acc. (%)

3× 3 14.7 2.4 76.9
5× 5 15.1 2.5 77.4
7× 7 15.5 2.6 77.7
9× 9 16.2 2.7 77.8

(a) Accuracy saturates with kernel size increasing.

#Group Channel #Params (M) FLOPs (G) Top-1 Acc. (%)

1 30.2 5.0 77.9
4 18.5 3.0 77.7

16 15.5 2.6 77.7
C 14.6 2.4 76.5

(b) Appropriate grouping channels improves efficiency.

Function Form #params (M) FLOPs (G) Top-1 Acc. (%)

W 18.1 3.0 77.8
W1σW0, r = 1 19.4 3.2 77.8
W1σW0, r = 4 15.5 2.6 77.7
W1σW0, r = 16 14.6 2.4 77.4

(c) Introducing the bottleneck structure reduces complexity.

Table 6: We examine the role of different components in the design of involution, including kernel size, group channels, and the form of
kernel generation function. In gray are entries with the default setting as our main experiments. When we adjust one hyper-parameter for
ablation, we leave the others as the default setting. The final performance is not sensitive to each hyper-parameter configuration.

Figure 3: The heat maps in each row interpret the generated ker-
nels for an image instance from the ImageNet validation set, drawn
from four different classes, including cowboy hat, lesser panda,
warplane, and cliff (from top to bottom).

This set of controlled experiments shows the superiority of
harnessing large involution kernels over compact and static
convolution, while avoiding to introduce prohibitive mem-
ory and computational cost.
Group Channel In the channel dimension, we assess the
feasibility of sharing an involution kernel. As can be seen in
Table 6b, sharing a kernel per 16 channels halves the param-
eters and computational cost compared to the non-shared
one, only sacrificing 0.2% accuracy. However, sharing a
single kernel across all the C channels obviously underper-
forms in accuracy. Considering the channel redundancy of
involution kernels, as long as setting the channels shared in
a group to an acceptable range, the channel-agnostic behav-
ior will not only reserve the performance, but also reduce
the parameter count and computational cost. This will also
permit a larger kernel size under the same budget.
Kernel Generation Function Next, we validate the util-
ity of bottleneck architecture for the kernel generation pro-
cess in Table 6c. Adopting a single linear transform W or
two transforms without bottleneck (r = 1) as the kernel
generation function incurs more parameters and FLOPs but
only performs marginally better, compared to the default
setting (r = 4). Moreover, inferior performance could be
ascribed to aggressive channel reduction (r = 16).

Further attaching activation functions such as softmax,
sigmoid to the kernel generation function, would constrain

the kernel values, thus restrict its expressive capability, and
ends up hindering the performance by over 1%. So we opt
not to insert any additional functions at the output end of the
kernel generation function, allowing the generated kernel to
span the entire subspace of K ×K matrices.

5.3. Visualization

For dissecting the learned involution kernels, we take the
sum ofK×K values from each involution kernel as its rep-
resentative value. All the representatives at different spatial
locations frame the corresponding heat map. Some selected
heat maps are plotted in Figure 3, where the columns fol-
lowing the original image indicate different involution ker-
nels in the last block of the third stage (conv3 4 following
the naming convention of [15]), separated by groups. On the
one hand, involution kernels automatically attend to crucial
parts of objects in the spatial range for correct image recog-
nition. On the other hand, in a single involution layer, differ-
ent kernels from different groups focus on varying semantic
concepts of the original image, by highlighting peripheral
parts, sharp edges or corners, smoother regions, outline of
the foreground and background objects, respectively (from
left to right in each row).

6. Conclusion and Prospect
In this work, we present involution, an effective and ef-

ficient operator for visual representation learning, revers-
ing the design principles of convolution and generalizing
the formulation of self-attention. Thanks to the medium of
involution, we are able to disclose the underlying relation-
ship between self-attention and convolution and empirically
ascertain the essential driving force of self-attention for its
recent progress in vision. Our proposed involution is bench-
marked on several standard vision benchmarks, consistently
delivering enhanced performance at reduced cost compared
to convolution-based counterparts and self-attention based
models. Furthermore, careful ablation analysis helps us bet-
ter understand that such performance enhancement is rooted
in the core contributions of involution, from the efficacy of
spatial modeling to the efficiency of architecture design.

We believe that this work could foster future research
enthusiasm on simple yet effective visual primitives beyond
convolution, which is expected to make inroads into fields
of neural architecture engineering where uniform and local
spatial modeling has prestigiously dominated.
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